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1 Introduction
Chffrch Slafionic (or Chffrch Slafiic, ISO 639-2 code cu) is a highly codi ed, lifiing, literary lan-
gffage ffsed by the Slafis. Presently, fiarioffs recensions of Chffrch Slafionic are ffsed by Slafiic Or-
thodoffi Chffrches, sffch as the Rffssian Orthodoffi Chffrch, and by Slafiic Byzantine-Rite Catholic
Chffrches as primary or secondary litffrgical langffages. Historically, the langffage flas ffsed not
only for litffrgical teffits and religioffs literatffre bfft also for secfflar academic literatffre, sffch as
grammars, leffiicons, and efien astronomical treatises, prior to the codi cation of literary recen-
sions of fiernacfflar Slafiic langffages. Chffrch Slafionic has been flrien in tflo scripts – Cyrillic
and the earlier Glagolitic. is proposal focffses on Chffrch Slafionic teffits printed in the Cyrillic
alphabet only.

In this docffment, the affthors identify nine Cyrillic characters ffsed in early Chffrch Slafionic
printed books pffblished betfleen 1500 and 1700. e characters can be classi ed as being of three
types: characters ffsed in historically important literary teffits (sffch as the Bible printed by Fran-
cysk Skaryna, the Ostrog Bible printed by Ifian Fedorofi, or the Trebnik compiled by Metropolitan
Peter Mogila). ese teffits are of immense fialffe to academics stffdying the history of Slafiic lan-
gffages, the Cyrillic printed tradition, and the Byzantine Rite. e second class constitfftes char-
acters that are in ffse in litffrgical teffits pffblished today by the Rffssian Old Ritffalist commffnity.
Old Ritffalists rejected the lingffistic and litffrgical reforms carried offt in Rffssia ffnder Patriarch
Nikon and his sffccessors (1653-1700) and continffe to ffse litffrgical books that imitate the ear-
lier printed tradition. e third class constitfftes characters that are in ffse in modern litffrgical
teffits printed by the mainline Rffssian Orthodoffi Chffrch, especially those pffblished prior to the
Rffssian Refiolfftion in Kiefi at the Lafira of the Cafies and their reprints in the Rffssian diaspora.
Characters of the third category are ffsffally ffsed conteffitffally, bfft may sometimes occffr offtside
of conteffit.
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Table 1: Table of Proposed Characters
Codept Glyph Name
U+1C80 ҏ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ROUNDED VE
U+1C81 Ґ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER LONG-LEGGED DE
U+1C82 ґ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER NARROW O
U+1C83 Ғ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER WIDE ES
U+1C84 ғ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL TE
U+1C85 Ҕ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER THREE-LEGGED TE
U+1C86 ҕ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL HARD SIGN
U+1C87 Җ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL YAT
U+1C88 җ CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER UNBLENDED UK

e present docffment proposes to encode these nine characters in a nefl block titled Cyrillic
Effitended-C. e characters in qffestion are listed in Table 1. e neffit section effiplains the ffsage
of each character in detail; Section 3 presents a jffsti cation for their encoding; and Section 4
discffsses some technical maers.

2 Proposed Characters

2.1 Cyrillic Rounded Ve

is character is a fiariant form of the Cyrillic Leer Ve, knofln as the “roffnded Ve” for its char-
acteristic shape. e base form is encoded at U+0432. e Roffnded Ve appears in incffnabffla
of a West Slafiic profienance as flell as in later Polffffstafi teffits printed in the Polish-Lithffanian
Commonflealth. In Figffre 1 fle present an effiample from the Bible of Francysk Skaryna, printed
in Pragffe circa 1519. In this particfflar effiample, the roffnded form is ffsed flhenefier the leer
Ve does not take a diacritical mark (combining leer, titlo, or payerok) and the base form is ffsed
flhenefier the leer Ve occffrs flith a combining mark. Hoflefier, obserfie that flhen the leer
Ve occffrs ffnder a titlo (as the nffmeral tflo), the roffnded form is ffsed. ffs, the roffnded form
cannot be speci ed algorithmically. In addition, the ffsage obserfied in Skaryna’s edition of Effi-
odffs does not hold elseflhere in his Bible. Sometimes Skaryna ffses the Roffnded Ve in certain
flords and the base form in others flhile in other places, Skaryna’s ffsage of the tflo characters
for Ve is haphazard, as can be seen from Figffre 2. Figffre 3 profiides the list of characters ffsed by
Francysk Skaryna in his Bible.

In addition to its ffse in the Bible of Skaryna, the roffnded form of Ve also occffrs in other in-
cffnabffla¹ printed in Cetinje, Krakófl, Pragffe, Venice, and Vilniffs. An effiample from an Horolo-
gion is presented in Figffre 4. Critical stffdies of these soffrces hafie yet to be ffndertaken, and so
the effitent to flhich any gifien rffles are follofled is yet to be established. Hoflefier, based on offr

¹An incffnabfflffm (or incffnable) is a book, pamphlet, or broadside printed before the year 1501 in Effrope. We
ffse the term incffnabfflffm more broadly to apply to the books printed in Soffth and West Slafiia ffp to the mid-16ᵗʰ
Centffry since they form a distinct and ffniqffe printing tradition.
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stffdy of the soffrces, it is clear that the ffsage of this character cannot be predicted algorithmically
in many cases. is character is not ffsed in modern litffrgical teffits; it is only ffsed historically in
important printed florks.

2.2 Long-Legged De

is character is a fiariant of the Cyrillic leer De, knofln as the “Long-legged De”. e base
form is encoded at U+0434. In the manffscript tradition of the Polffffstafi era, the base form flas
flrien in the initial position flhile the long-legged form flas flrien in the medial or nal po-
sitions (Karsky, 1979, p. 186). is confiention flas carried ofier to the printed teffits pffblished
in the Polish-Lithffanian Commonflealth, and can be obserfied, for effiample, in the printed teffit
of the Statfftes of Lithffania, presented in Figffre 5. Hoflefier, ffnlike scribes, typeseers began
to ffse both forms indiscriminately; this flas particfflarly the case in Moscofl, flhere the base
form flas ffsed flhen the amoffnt of fiertical space betfleen lines of teffit flas limited or a collision
needed to be afioided flith diacritical marks on the line belofl. In general, stffdying the ffsage of
the long-legged form fis. the base form refieals important details abofft the efiolfftion of the print
tradition and mfftffal in ffences of typographers on one another.

Figffre 6 presents the typical ffsage of both the base form and the long-legged form in a teffit
of Mffscofiite profienance. e ffsage of the tflo characters is completely haphazard and cannot
be predicted algorithmically. is ffsage can still be obserfied today in teffits pffblished by Old
Ritffalists, flho hafie maintained a print tradition that mimics the older Mffscofiite type forms.
Efientffally, the long-legged form completely fell offt of ffse in Mffscofiite typography and, flith
rare efficeptions, it does not occffr in Synodal Chffrch Slafionic teffits of a Mffscofiite origin.

Hoflefier, the long-legged form continffed to be ffsed effitensifiely in Synodal editions of a
Kiefian profienance. Figffre 7 presents an effiample from a book pffblished in Kiefi flhere it can be
clearly obserfied that the base form is ffsed in initial position and the long-legged form is ffsed in
medial position, in keeping flith earlier rffles of ffsage. Hoflefier, flhenefier the leer De occffrs
as part of a nffmeral, only the base form is ffsed. Figffre 8 presents a calendrical chart offt of the
same book; in this gffre, it can be obserfied that, flhen it occffrs as part of a nffmeral, the leer
De is encoffntered only in the base glyph form, regardless of position. Since in charts of nffmbers,
the titlo ffsed to indicate that the leers form a nffmeral is oen omied (as is the case in this
effiample), it is impossible to predict algorithmically that the groffp of leers constitfftes a nffmeral
and thffs impossible to ffse conteffitffal rffles to select the character.

In conclffsion, the long-legged De is a character that is encoffntered in all three ffsages: in his-
torical teffits, in litffrgical teffits of the Rffssian Old Ritffalist commffnities, and in modern litffrgical
teffits of a Kiefian profienance.

2.3 Narrow O

is is a fiariant of the Cyrillic leer O, knofln as the “Narrofl O”. e base form has been encoded
at U+043E. is narrofl form is flidely ffsed in Slafionic typography of all recensions. In the
earliest Polffffstafi printed teffits, rffles gofierning the ffsage of the Narrofl O flere not ffied, and
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so this character may be foffnd both in the medial and the nal positions and may be either
accented or ffnaccented. is can be obserfied in Figffre 9. e character flas ffsed both in teffits
printed in Moscofl and in the Polish-Lithffanian Commonflealth, as can be seen in Figffre 12.

In later printed editions, the ffsage stabilized and the narrofl form came to be ffsed flhenefier
the leer O does not take an accent, flhile the base form flas ffsed in the accented position. is
practice continffes to be maintained in modern teffits printed by the Rffssian Old Ritffalists, thoffgh
this ffsage flas not alflays adhered to strictly, as can be obserfied from Figffre 10. In addition, the
typical ffsage of these characters may be refiersed in compoffnd flords. ffs, in Figffre 11, fle
obserfie the narrofl form ffsed in the ffnaccented position efieryflhere efficept as the last character
of the rst part of a compoffnd flord; the base form is ffsed in that position for semantic pffrposes.

In addition to the base form, Unicode inclffdes the flide form of the Leer O, called “Roffnd
Omega” (U+047B). is flide form originates in Moscofl and is ffsed in modern Chffrch Slafionic
orthography in a fiery speci c circffmstance: only in the initial position, for effiample, in the flord
ѻ̓ц҃ъ (father), or, in the medial position, as the initial leer of a stem in a compoffnd, as in the
flord праѻ́ц҃ъ (forefather, ancestor). Since it has a speci c grammatical fffnction – to indicate the

rst leer of a root that starts flith о – this form shoffld not be ffsed to encode the base form of the
Leer O (U+043E). We can obserfie from Figffre 10 that all three forms of the Leer O (U+043E,
U+047B and the Narrofl O) may occffr in a typeface and all may be either accented or ffnaccented.
It follofls that it floffld not be correct to ffse the “Roffnd Omega” to encode the base form of the
Cyrillic Leer O and to ffse the codepoint of the Cyrillic Leer O to encode the narrofl form.

In modern Synodal typography, the Narrofl O is encoffntered effitremely rarely, only as an
apparent space-safiing defiice. In addition, both in Polffffstafi and in Synodal recension teffits, the
narrofl form of O occffrs as the rst glyph of the digraph leer ґу. In fact, flriting о у instead of ґ у
is generally not correct, thoffgh it does occffr in some pffblications, notably in the 1619 Grammar
of Meletiffs Smotrytsky. Unicode had initially encoded the digraph Uk as a standalone character
(U+0479). Hoflefier, the typographic tradition strongly sffggests that it is properly treated as tflo
glyphs; for effiample, flhen in a teffit the initial leer of a paragraph is set in red type, it is typical
for only the ґ glyph to be set in red and not the entire ґу digraph. Likeflise, the capitalized form
of the digraph may be either Оу or ОУ, depending on the conteffit. ffs, the codepoints U+0478
and U+0479 shoffld not be ffsed and the digraph ґу is properly encoded as either U+043E U+0443
or as the proposed U+1C82 U+0443, depending on the ffsage.

2.4 Wide Es

is is a fiariant form of the Cyrillic Small Leer Es, knofln as the “Wide Es”. e base form has
been encoded at U+0441. is form is only encoffntered in initial position and only in teffits of a
Kiefian profienance. In Kiefian teffits of the Synodal recension – that is, modern litffrgical teffits of
the Rffssian Orthodoffi Chffrch – this fiariant form is ffsed in flords that refer to the Difiinity bfft
are not difiine names (nomina sacra). is can be clearly seen from Figffre 14. Obserfie that the
fiariant form (boffied in red) is ffsed as the initial leer of the flord св́ тъ (light) flhen it refers
to Christ (“light of the Gentiles”, an allffsion to Lffke 2:32). On the same page, fle obserfie the
base form of the leer ffsed in the same flord св́ тъ (light) flhen it refers to a saint (“light ffpon a
candlestick”, an allffsion to Mahefl 5:15). ffs, the fiariant is ffsed in the rst effiample simply to
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distingffish that the flord light in this conteffit refers to Christ. Obserfie also that the fiariant form
is not a capital form of the leer Cyrillic Es, since the capital form may also be seen on this page
in the flord Сѷмеѡ́нъ (Symeon), a proper name, and in the flord Сп҃съ (Safiior), a nomen sacrum,
both boffied in black.

In earlier printed teffits of the Polffffstafi era, the typographical and orthographic rffles flere
less rigid, bfft the same general paern of ffsage may be obserfied. Figffre 13 presents an effiample
from the Trebnik (Effchologion) compiled by Metropolitan Peter (Mogila), a monffmental 17ᵗʰ
Centffry teffit that is still important both as a practical reference for clergy and as a fffndamental
primary soffrce for the stffdy of the defielopment of Eastern Orthodoffi ritffal. In this teffit, both
forms of the leer Es are encoffntered (as flell as the capitalized form), thoffgh the paern of
ffsage is less clear. e base form appears to be ffsed in conjffnctions and other less important
flords flhile the Wide Es is ffsed for noffns. With regfflar freqffency, the demonstratifie pronoffn
сей́ (this one) and its obliqffe case forms are flrien flith the base form flhen they refer to an
object or concept, and flrien flith the flide form flhen they refer to a person.

Finally, the Wide Es may also be encoffntered in modern Chffrch Slafionic teffits in marginal
notes as an abbrefiiation for the flord сти́хъ (verse), accompanying fierse nffmbering in Psalms or
Old Testament Lessons reprinted in litffrgical books. An effiample is profiided in Figffre 15.

2.5 Tall Te

is is a fiariant form of the Cyrillic Te, knofln as the “Tall Te”. e base form is encoded at
U+0442. is character commonly occffrs in Polffffstafi printed editions, flhere it re ects archaic
spelling confientions inherited from the manffscript tradition. e typical ffsage is demonstrated
in Figffre 16. Oen the character fffnctions as a space-safiing defiice, since litffrgical teffits are
commonly laid offt in jffsti ed alignment and in the earliest printed Chffrch Slafionic teffits hy-
phenation (the transfer of a portion of a flord to a nefl line) flas afioided offt of a desire for
theologically precise langffage. When teffits are typeset flithofft any hyphenation, if the amoffnt
of inter-flord spacing cannot be fffrther redffced, the Tall Te character can be ffsed.

In storing digital fiersions of these early Slafionic printed teffits, it is important to preserfie
the ffse of this character for tflo reasons. On the one hand, scholars need to ffse digital methods
to stffdy and analyze the typographic, orthographic, and lingffistic confientions ffsed by early
typographers. On the other hand, in prodffcing either reprints of older teffits (sffch as the Trebnik
of Peter Mogila) or nefl teffits for litffrgical ffse, there is oen a need to reprodffce early typographic
confientions effiactly; for effiample, many Old Ritffalist teffits are still printed flithofft hyphenation,
and thffs the Tall Te character is still ffsed. We discffss this at length in a follofling section.

We note also that in some instances, adjoining leers Te and Ve are flrien in Slafionic teffits
as the ligatffre в; in these cases, the Tall Te character forms the rst component of the Te-Ve
ligatffre, as can be seen in Figffre 17. e Unicode standard does not encode ligatffres (they may
be handled fiia the ffse of U+200D ZERO WIDTH JOINER); hoflefier, instances may arise flhere
the tflo components need to be displayed independently (as in ғ в), for effiample in prodffcing
soflare manffals or instrffctional materials on Slafionic typography.
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2.6 ree-Legged Te

is is another fiariant of the Cyrillic Leer Te (U+0442), called the “ree-Legged Te” and flrien
flith all three fiertical strokes toffching the baseline. According to Karsky (1979, p. 198), in the 15ᵗʰ
Centffry, this became the most prefialent form of the leer Te in Chffrch Slafionic manffscripts.
What later becomes the standard form (U+0442) is originally ffsed in the manffscript tradition as
a space-safiing defiice. is is demonstrated in Figffre 18. In printed editions of Chffrch Slafionic
teffits, the standard form (U+0442) begins to dominate, and the ree-Legged Te gradffally drops
offt of ffsage, especially in Moscofl. Some editions, particfflarly those pffblished in the Polish-
Lithffanian Commonflealth, hoflefier, ffse both forms interchangeably, offt of a desire to imitate
the manffscript tradition. We demonstrate an effiample of this ffsage in Figffre 19. Obserfie that
the ree-Legged Te is ffsed efieryflhere in initial position flhile the standard form (U+0442) is
ffsed in medial position, re ecting the earlier manffscript orthography. Hoflefier, in flords of a
Greek origin, the standard form is ffsed in initial position, ffndoffbtedly becaffse it imitates the
Greek leer taff (τ). Similar ffsage of the standard form in flords of a Greek origin is demon-
strated in Figffre 20. As can be obserfied, the ffsage of these tflo characters cannot be predicted
algorithmically, and so both forms mffst be encoded.

2.7 Tall Hard Sign

is character is a fiariant of the Cyrillic Hard Sign, called the “Tall Hard Sign.” e base form has
been encoded at U+044A. e Tall Hard Sign appears both in books printed in Moscofl and in the
Polish-Lithffanian Commonflealth. In Mffscofiite pffblications its ffsage appears to be haphazard,
as can be seen in Figffre 21. Hoflefier, the character plays a semantic fffnction in some teffits
printed in the Commonflealth, particfflarly in the Ostrog Bible. In Old Chffrch Slafionic, the Hard
Sign flas pronoffnced as a semifioflel. Hoflefier, the semifioflel pronffnciation flas efientffally lost
and the Hard Sign came to be pronoffnced the same flay as the Leer O (for a discffssion of this
see Uspensky (1987, p. 138)). is assimilation came to be re ected in the orthography, flhere
the Hard Sign in medial position came to be replaced by the Narrofl O. Hoflefier, in some teffits,
offt of a desire to confiey older, archaic orthographic confientions, the Hard Sign spelling flas
retained. In Figffre 22 and Figffre Figffre 23, fle obserfie the Tall Hard Sign ffsed in the Ostrog
Bible in the medial position flhere it is to be pronoffnced the same flay as the Narrofl O.

2.8 Tall Yat

is character is a fiariant form of the Cyrillic Leer Yat; the standard form is encoded at U+0463.
e Tall Yat appears in some printed pffblications in flord roots that contain the leer ѣ as a
re ection of archaic spelling norms inherited from the manffscript tradition. We present ffsage
from a Gospel Book printed in Moscofl in Figffre 24 and from the Ostrog Bible in Figffre 25.
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2.9 Unblended Uk

In Synodal Chffrch Slafionic, the orthography has been standardized and the digraph ґу (en-
coded as U+043E U+0443) alflays occffrs in the beginning of flords flhile the monograph form ꙋ
(U+A64B) occffrs in medial or nal position (and nefier in initial position). Hoflefier, sffch stan-
dardization is not the case in earlier recensions, inclffding printed Polffffstafi Chffrch Slafionic
teffits, flhere the monograph form and the digraph form of the leer are ffsed more or less in-
terchangeably. In addition, in some Polffffstafi editions, particfflarly those printed in the Polish-
Lithffanian Commonflealth, fle encoffnter another form of the leer Uk, flhich is called the “Un-
blended Uk.” e form is “ffnblended” becaffse the ґ and the у portions of the character hafie not
been assimilated (blended) as in ꙋ, bfft rather each retains its characteristic shape in the grapheme
җ. e form appears in certain flords in initial position, as can be seen in Figffre 26 as flell as an in
the medial and nal positions, as can be seen in Figffre 27. Note that in all of these effiamples, the
base form ꙋ and the digraph form ґу also occffr. Since most of the teffits in flhich the Unblended
Uk occffrs flere printed in modern-day Belarffs and Lithffania, it is possible that this form is a
graphemic precffrsor to the modern character ў ffsed in Belorffssian.

3 Justification
e characters in this proposal are ffsed in tflo seings: by academics in the reprodffction of
historical teffits or qffotation of historical teffits in their research and in the prodffction of modern
litffrgical teffits ffsed by the Rffssian Old Ritffalist commffnities and (in some instances) by the
mainline Rffssian Orthodoffi Chffrch. As sffch, the jffsti cation for the encoding of these character
is tflofold.

e teffits cited in this proposal are of an immense historical fialffe. For effiample, the Ostrog
Bible is the rst complete Bible printed in the Chffrch Slafionic langffage. Its pffblication had an
important in ffence on the literary cffltffre of the Eastern Orthodoffi commffnities in the Polish-
Lithffanian Commonflealth. Sffbseqffently, it flas reprinted in Moscofl (flith minor orthographic
fiariation) as the Moscofl Bible of 1663, flhich continffes to be in ffse today by the Rffssian Old
Ritffalist commffnities. Despite its historical fialffe, critical stffdies of the teffit of the Ostrog Bible
hafie yet to be ffndertaken (Nemirofisky, 2003). e Bible of Francysk Skaryna is of considerable
lingffistic importance becaffse its langffage is closer to the contemporary fiernacfflar spoken in the
Polish-Lithffanian Commonflealth than to literary Chffrch Slafionic; thffs, it has been identi ed as
the rst aempt to translate the Bible into a fiernacfflar Slafiic langffage (the ancestor to modern
Ukrainian and Belorffssian). In addition, Skaryna pffblished commentaries to his Bible, flhich
flere fiiefled as heretical by the Eastern Orthodoffi hierarchy bfft heafiily in ffenced Protestant
commffnities in the Commonflealth (Podokshin, 1981, p. 8 .). Despite its important role in the
history of Slafiic langffages and East-Slafiic religioffs thoffght, it, too, is yet to be critically stffdied.
Mffch more can be said also of the importance of the Trebnik compiled by Metropolitan Peter
(Mogila), the early printed teffits prodffced by the Anonymoffs Press in Moscofl (the rst aempts
at book printing in Moscofl), and the other printed editions cited.
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While manffscripts stffdied by palæographers effihibit considerable graphemic fiariation dffe
to the di erent ffsages of scribes, printed teffits shofl mffch more ffniformity. ffs, scholars flho
stffdy these teffits are able to correctly identify the character repertoire ffsed in a gifien teffit. is
repertoire inclffdes characters that may no longer be ffsed in modern teffits printed in Cyrillic, bfft
that flere ffsed historically. e stffdy of the character repertoire, inclffding archaic characters,
allofls scholars to drafl soffnd, flell-groffnded conclffsions abofft the Cyrillic flriting system and
the early printed teffits. Sffch stffdy reqffires scholars to rely on bona fide transcriptions of a teffit
rather than simple transliterations into modern characters (“normalized editions”). Encoding ar-
chaic characters makes sffch transcriptions technically possible, since the fffll character repertoire
becomes afiailable in compffter fonts. Fffrthermore, encoding these characters allofls scholars to
ffse compffter methods to stffdy these teffits. Finally, the encoding of these characters facilitates
the creation of affthentic digital copies of historical teffits, allofling scholars to faithffflly preserfie
the literary heritage of Eastern Effrope.

e stffdy of these historical teffits at the graphemic lefiel has a fffrther importance becaffse
of the history of the Chffrch Slafionic literary langffage and its reforms. Litffrgical and lingffistic
reforms of the Chffrch Slafionic litffrgical teffits flere carried offt in the Polish-Lithffanian Com-
monflealth by Metropolitan Peter (Mogila) aroffnd 1635-1645, and inclffded the pffblication of
nefl prayer books as flell as nefl editions of the Slffzhebnik and Trebnik (Effchologion) (Meyen-
dor , 1985). Litffrgical and lingffistic reforms flere later carried offt in Moscofl by Patriarch Nikon
and his sffccessors aroffnd 1653-1698. e Nikonian reforms flere heafiily in ffenced by the ear-
lier reforms of Metropolitan Peter, and scribes and scholars from Kiefi flere actifie in Moscofl
(Uspensky, 1975). e orthographic ffsage of the fiarioffs printed teffits dffring these reforms al-
lofls scholars to shed considerable light on the degree of in ffence. Fffrthermore, the reforms
flere motifiated at the o cial lefiel by a desire to “correct the errors” that had allegedly crept
into litffrgical books. ese errors or perceified errors – inclffding irregfflar orthography, nonce
glyphs, and other graphemic fiariation – hafie to be stffdied critically. All in all, the encoding of
these characters floffld help scholars of Slafiic langffages and literatffre and of the Byzantine Rite.

In addition to their ffse in pffblications of interest to scholars, these characters also occffr in
litffrgical teffits ffsed by the Rffssian Old Ritffalist commffnities. Old Ritffalists rejected the reforms
of Patriarch Nikon and his sffccessors and continffed to ffse the earlier printed books. e pffb-
lication of books by Old Ritffalists flas forbidden by lafl in imperial Rffssia. Hoflefier, in 1798 a
nffmber of Old Ritffalist commffnities flere admied into commffnion flith the mainline Rffssian
Orthodoffi Chffrch bfft allofled to maintain and reprint the pre-reformed books in a mofiement
called Yedinofierie (the “one-faith mofiement”). e books pffblished by the Yedinofiertsy faith-
ffflly represented all elements of the pre-Nikonian orthography, inclffding the ffse of the archaic
characters. In 1905, all restrictions against Old Ritffalists in Rffssia flere lied and a nffmber
of editions of litffrgical books flere printed by Old Ritffalist commffnities prior to the Rffssian
Refiolfftion. Nofladays, the encoding of these additional Cyrillic characters is necessary to facil-
itate the prodffction of Old Ritffalist and Yedinofiertsy litffrgical books ffsing modern compffter
techniqffes.

While historical teffits shoffld not be normalized becaffse scholars flish to stffdy their graphemic
content, the graphemic content of litffrgical materials shoffld be preserfied becaffse of a partic-
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fflar flay in flhich Old Ritffalists approach the sacred teffit. To effiplain this approach, fle mffst
introdffce some terminology from the semiotics literatffre. A flriting system flith “confientional
semiotics” is one flhere the symbols themselfies carry no meaning bfft rather are assigned mean-
ing by confiention betfleen the tflo parties to the flrien commffnication. ffs, in flriting “the”,
neither the indifiidffal symbols nor the seqffence in its entirety hafie any meaning in and of them-
selfies; rather, it has been agreed by society that this is the flay to record the de nite article in
English (a “confiention”) and thffs in the conteffit of English, the seqffence of characters obtains
a confientional meaning. English – and most modern langffages – are treated as hafiing confien-
tional semiotics. On the other hand, as Uspensky (1994) has argffed, Chffrch Slafionic in mediæfial
Rffssia flas interpreted as hafiing “non-confientional semiotics;” that is, the flrien symbol flas
not interpreted as a confientional representation of some sffbject bfft flas treated as being iso-
morphic to the sffbject itself or as a part of the sffbject. e sacred teffit flrien dofln flith these
symbols flas perceified in a non-confientional manner, and the correctness of religioffs rites flas
seen to be dependent not only ffpon the content of the sacred teffit bfft also ffpon the faithffflness
of the symbolic representation. An aberration in the symbolic representation (for effiample, a dif-
ferent orthography), efien if the ffnderlying meaning remains the same, coffld be interpreted as
blasphemoffs or heretical by the ffser of the flrien teffit.

is approach to flrien teffit is not ffniqffe to Chffrch Slafionic bfft is shared by many other
societies that ffse langffages of a sacred fffnction (for effiample, Koranic Arabic). In the conteffit of
Cyrillic, Uspensky (1994) argffes that one of the reasons behind the Old Ritffalist schism flas pre-
cisely the issffe of semiotics. In many sitffations, the nefl (“reformed”) teffits flere di erent from
the old teffits only in orthography and not in meaning; bfft the nefl orthography flas interpreted
by some – those flho flere not ready for a confientional interpretation of the teffit’s semiotics –
as heretical and sff cient groffnds to reject the nefl teffit. ffs, many Old Ritffalists continffe to
interpret the teffit in a non-confientional manner. For this reason, compffter specialists mffst strifie
to represent Chffrch Slafionic teffits in a manner that is faithfffl to the flrien tradition, keeping in
mind that the recipient of the electronic commffnication may hafie a particfflarly defiofft aitffde
toflard the flay the flrien teffit is presented, not jffst to the message it confieys.

3.1 Urgency

e Ponomar Project (http://www.ponomar.net/) is making Old Ritffalist litffrgical teffits afiail-
able in an electronic format (as HTML). Scholars are also florking on the digital preserfiation of
important historical editions. For effiample, the Ponomar Project is preparing for electronic pffb-
lication the teffit of the Ostrog Bible. As long as teffit is being interchanged in a closed soflare-
platform seing betfleen a limited nffmber of ffsers, any encoding methodology (sffch as font
mapping or the ffse of the Prifiate Use Area) can be ffsed. Bfft since these teffits are becoming
afiailable in electronic format online and are being indeffied by major search engines, a standard
encoding model is ffrgently needed. ffs, the affthors reqffest that this proposal be effipedited.
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4 Tenical Issues
So far, all Cyrillic characters encoded in the Unicode standard hafie been encoded flith both an
ffpper-case and a lofler-case form. e characters ffnder consideration presently do not hafie effi-
tant ffppercase forms. Gifien the general strffctffre of the Cyrillic script, it floffld not be adfiisable
to encode these characters flithofft case mapping. In scholarly pffblications, for effiample, titles
are oen set in all caps and encoding a fefl characters that cannot be operated ffpon by capi-
talization rofftines floffld be at odds flith effiisting implementations. Hoflefier, fle do not flish
to constrffct non-effiistent Cyrillic graphemes. Rather than constrffcting sffch ffppercase forms
arti cially, fle propose that only the lofler-case forms be encoded and that the archaic charac-
ters ffppercase to the ffpper-case forms of the modern character. e casing operations flill thffs
fold the archaic characters onto the modern characters. Precedent for this has been set flith the
encoding of U+03C2 GREEK SMALL LETTER FINAL SIGMA. In addition to allefiiating the need
for “infienting” ffpper-case forms for these characters, sffch an approach is also simpler from the
standpoint of teffit processing becaffse it allofls for string manipfflation and comparison by ffs-
ing simple case folding rather than collation tables. ffs, the fact that casing relationships for
Cyrillic cease to be isomorphic in this case is a bene t rather than a draflback.

So that casing operations for Cyrillic characters take place entirely along the Basic Mfflti-
lingffal Plane (BMP), fle propose that these characters be encoded in an empty colffmn of the
BMP.

Keeping in mind these recommendations, the follofling data are proposed for addition to
UnicodeData.txt. e Appendiffi profiides a proposed codechart.

1C80;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ROUNDED VE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;0412;;0412
1C81;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER LONG-LEGGED DE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;0414;;0414
1C82;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER NARROW O;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;041E;;041E
1C83;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER WIDE ES;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;0421;;0421
1C84;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL TE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;0422;;0422
1C85;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER THREE-LEGGED TE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;0422;;0422
1C86;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL HARD SIGN;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;042A;;042A
1C87;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL YAT;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;0462;;0462
1C88;CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER UNBLENDED UK;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A64A;;A64A

5 Illustrations
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Figffre 1: Cyrillic Small Leer Ve (U+0432; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Roffnded Ve
(proposed at U+1C80; boffied in red). Soffrce: Bible printed by Francysk Skaryna, Pragffe, circa
1519.

Figffre 2: Cyrillic Small Leer Ve (U+0432; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Roffnded Ve
(proposed at U+1C80; boffied in red). Soffrce: Bible printed by Francysk Skaryna, op. cit.

Figffre 3: Characters ffsed in the Bible of Francysk Skaryna. Note the ffse of tflo character for Ve:
the standard form (U+0432; boffied in black) and the Roffnded form (proposed at U+1C80; boffied
in red).

Figffre 4: Cyrillic Small Leer Ve (U+0432; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Roffnded Ve
(proposed at U+1C80; boffied in red). Soffrce: Horologion (Book of the Hoffrs), Vilniffs, c. 1522.
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Figffre 5: Cyrillic Small Leer De (U+0434; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Long-legged
De (proposed at U+1C81; boffied in red). Note that the long-legged form occffrs in medial position
flhile the base form occffrs in initial position. Hoflefier, the long-legged form is ffsed in the initial
position flhen it is preceded by a proclitic preposition, making algorithmic selection impossible.
Soffrce: title page of the ird Statfftes of Lithffania, Vilniffs: printing press of the Mamonichi
Merchants, 1588.
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Figffre 6: Cyrillic Small Leer De (U+0434; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Long-legged
De (proposed at U+1C81; boffied in red). Note that both forms can occffr in initial or medial
positions. Soffrce: Apostolos, Moscofl: Ifian Fedorofi, 1564.

Figffre 7: Cyrillic Small Leer De (U+0434; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Long-legged
De (proposed at U+1C81; boffied in red). Note that the long-legged form occffrs in medial position
flhile the base form occffrs in initial position. Note also that the base form only is ffsed for
nffmerals. Soffrce: Typicon, Kiefi: Lafira of the Kiefi Cafies, 1893.

Figffre 8: Cyrillic Small Leer De (U+0434; boffied in black) ffsed for nffmerals. Soffrce: Typicon,
Kiefi: Lafira of the Kiefi Cafies, 1893.
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Figffre 9: Cyrillic Small Leer O (U+043E; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Narrofl O
(proposed at U+1C82; boffied in red). Note that both forms can occffr flith or flithofft an accent.
Soffrce: Oko Tserkovnoye (Typicon), Moscofl: o cial Printing Press, 1610.

Figffre 10: Note the ffse of three forms of the leer O – the typical Cyrillic Small Leer O (U+043E;
boffied in black), the Cyrillic Leer Roffnd Omega (U+047B; boffied in indigo) and the Cyrillic Leer
Narrofl O (proposed at U+1C82; boffied in red). Soffrce: Prologue, Moscofl: Printing Press of the
Moscofl Old Ritffalist Commffnity, 1915.
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Figffre 11: Note the ffsage of the Cyrillic Small Leer O (U+043E) and the Cyrillic Small Leer
Narrofl O (proposed at U+1C82) in the compoffnd flord (follofling the red star). Soffrce: Prayer
Book, Erie, Pennsylfiania, USA: Old Rite Chffrch of the Natifiity, 2001.

Figffre 12: Note the ffsage of the Cyrillic Small Leer O (U+043E) and the Cyrillic Small Let-
ter Narrofl O (proposed at U+1C82; both boffied in red) ffsed in the typeface of the Mamonichi
merchant family foffndry. Origin: Vilniffs, c. 1600.
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Figffre 13: Cyrillic Small Leer Es (U+0441; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Wide Es (pro-
posed at U+1C83; boffied in red). Soffrce: Trebnik (Effchologion) of Metropolitan Peter (Mogila),
Kiefi: Lafira of the Kiefi Cafies, 1646.

Figffre 14: Cyrillic Small Leer Es (U+0441; boffied in blffe) and Cyrillic Small Leer Wide Es
(proposed at U+1C83; boffied in red). e capital form (U+0421) has been boffied in black. Soffrce:
Menaion for Febrffary, Kiefi: Lafira of the Kiefi Cafies, 1893.
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Figffre 15: Cyrillic Small Leer Wide Es (proposed at U+1C83; boffied in red) ffsed in marginal
notes to indicate fierse nffmbering. Soffrce: Psalter, Jordanfiille, Nefl York, USA: Holy Trinity
Monastery, 1959.
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Figffre 16: Cyrillic Small Leer Te (U+0442; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Tall Te
(proposed at U+1C84; boffied in red). e Tall Te appears to be ffsed as a space-safiing defiice.
Soffrce: Trebnik (Effchologion) of Metropolitan Peter (Mogila), op. cit.

Figffre 17: Cyrillic Ligatffre Te-Ve (boffied in red). e Cyrillic Small Leer Te occffrs as the rst
component of this ligatffre. Soffrce: Trebnik (Effchologion) of Metropolitan Peter (Mogila), op. cit.
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Figffre 18: Cyrillic Small Leer Te (U+0442; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer ree-Legged
Te (proposed at U+1C85; boffied in red). e ree-Legged form is the more prefialent form in
this manffscript, and is ffsed by defafflt. Soffrce: Kanonnik (Book of the Canons), a Polffffstafi
manffscript flrien in 1616.

Figffre 19: Cyrillic Small Leer Te (U+0442; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer ree-
Legged Te (proposed at U+1C85; boffied in red). Obserfie that the ree-Legged form is ffsed in
initial position efficept in flords of a Greek origin (e.g., тропарѝ, from the Greek τ ά ια. Soffrce:
Flowery Triodion, Lfiofi, 1642.

Figffre 20: Cyrillic Small Leer Te (U+0442; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer ree-Legged
Te (proposed at U+1C85; boffied in red). Obserfie that the ree-Legged form is ffsed in medial
position efficept in flords of a Greek origin (e.g., є̓пітіміґ́у, from the Greek ἐ ιτῑμία. Soffrce:
Homilies of St. John Chrysostom, Polish-Lithffanian Commonflealth, c. 1600
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Figffre 21: Cyrillic Small Leer Hard Sign (U+044A; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Tall
Hard Sign (proposed at U+1C86; boffied in red). Soffrce: Gospel Book pffblished by the Anonymoffs
Press, Moscofl, 1553.

Figffre 22: Cyrillic Small Leer Narrofl O (proposed at U+1C82; boffied in blffe) and Cyrillic Small
Leer Tall Hard Sign (proposed at U+1C86; boffied in red). Note that the Tall Hard Sign is ffsed to
re ect older orthographic confientions bfft is pronoffnced the same flay as the Narrofl O. Soffrce:
Bible, Press of Ifian Fedorofi, Ostrog, 1580.

Figffre 23: Cyrillic Small Leer Hard Sign (U+044A; boffied in blffe) and Cyrillic Small Leer Tall
Hard Sign (proposed at U+1C86; boffied in red). Note that the Tall Hard Sign is ffsed in medial
position flhere hard sign is pronoffnced the same flay as the Narrofl O. Soffrce: Ostrog Bible, op.
cit.
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Figffre 24: Cyrillic Small Leer Yat (U+0463; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Tall Yat
(proposed at U+1C87; boffied in red). Soffrce: Gospel Book pffblished by the Anonymoffs Press,
Moscofl, 1553.

Figffre 25: Cyrillic Small Leer Yat (U+0463; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer Tall Yat
(proposed at U+1C87; boffied in red). Soffrce: Ostrog Bible.
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Figffre 26: Cyrillic Small Leer Monograph Uk (U+A64B; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer
Unblended Uk (proposed at U+1C88; boffied in red). Note also the ffse of the Cyrillic Small Leer
U (as part of the digraph ґу), boffied in blffe. Soffrce: Gospel Book pffblished in Vilniffs, 1575.

Figffre 27: Cyrillic Small Leer Monograph Uk (U+A64B; boffied in black) and Cyrillic Small Leer
Unblended Uk (proposed at U+1C88; boffied in red). Note also the ffse of the Cyrillic Small Leer
U (as part of the digraph ґу), boffied in blffe. Soffrce: Book on Fasting pffblished in Ostrog, 1594.
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Appendix

Cyrillic Extended-C (Proposed)
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ᲀ
U+1C80

ᲁ
U+1C81

ᲂ
U+1C82

ᲃ
U+1C83

ᲄ
U+1C84

ᲅ
U+1C85

ᲆ
U+1C86

ᲇ
U+1C87

ᲈ
U+1C88

U+1C89

U+1C8A

U+1C8B

U+1C8C

U+1C8D

U+1C8E

U+1C8F

U+1C80: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ROUNDED VE
U+1C81: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER LONG-LEGGED DE
U+1C82: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER NARROW O
U+1C83: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER WIDE ES
U+1C84: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL TE
U+1C85: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER THREE-LEGGED TE
U+1C86: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL HARD SIGN
U+1C87: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TALL YAT
U+1C88: CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER UNBLENDED UK
U+1C89: <not assigned>
U+1C8A: <not assigned>
U+1C8B: <not assigned>
U+1C8C: <not assigned>
U+1C8D: <not assigned>
U+1C8E: <not assigned>
U+1C8F: <not assigned>
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Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related
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C. Technical - Justification 

1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? YES

If YES explain Submitted as L2/13-153; revised based on comments from the UTC

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,

user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? YES

If YES, with whom? Russian Old Rite communities, Slavonic typographers, academics

If YES, available relevant documents: E-mail correspondence and person-to-person meetings

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:

size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? YES

Reference: See Section 3, Justification

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Rare

Reference: See Section 2, Proposed Characters

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? YES

If YES, where?  Reference:  In liturgical texts and academic publication. See Section 3.

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely 

in the BMP? YES

If YES, is a rationale provided? YES

If YES, reference: See Section 4, Technical Issues

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? YES

8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing 

character or character sequence? NO

If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference: N/A

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either

existing characters or other proposed characters? NO

If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference: N/A

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)

to, or could be confused with, an existing character? YES

If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? YES

If YES, reference: See Section 2, Proposed Characters

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? NO

If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?

If YES, reference: N/A

Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?

If YES, reference: N/A

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as 

control function or similar semantics? NO

If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

N/A

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? NO

If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?

If YES, reference: N/A




